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SURRREALISM TUTORIAL 
01 - SYMMETRICAL LANDSCAPING 

 Open “Horizon” 
 
 
-Ctrl-J to duplicate layer 
-Image menu / Rotate / Flip Layer Horizontal 
-Use soft eraser brush to erase one side of top 
image to create a symmetrical image. 

-flatten layers Ctrl-E 
-Ctrl-J  
-Enhance menu / Adjust colour / Adjust colour curves / 
Solarize 
-erase top layer to show normal image underneath 
 
 

  

-filter, render, difference clouds -Ctrl i to invert then filter/render/lens flares to 
add suns 
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 Open “Clouds 1” then… 

  
 
And you can Ctrl-U to change colour of the sky to whatever you want: 

 
 
 

 Open “Clouds2”  
- you go ahead and 
try!!! 
-Ctrl-J to duplicate layer 
-Image menu / Rotate / 
Flip Layer …………… 
-Use soft eraser …… 
-Ctrl-E, etc. 
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 Open “Forest”  - you go ahead and try!!!  But also, go ahead and try the Filter Gallery 
-solarized and then… -filter/ filter gallery / texture folder / stained glass 

  

 Open 
graveyard,  
-Image/ rotate/  90 deg. R 
-Ctrl-J 
-Image / rotate/ flip layer 
horiz. 
-erase to make an angel 
-Ctrl-E to flatten 
-Ctrl-L and increase 
contrast 
-filter, render, difference 
clouds 

 

 

 

 

 

That’s it for today!!!!!!!!  Now go and take a photo (trees, clouds, whatever, 
and apply your new Photoshop skills to make it look surrealistic!) 
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